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Environment, Climate Change and Land Reform Committee 

Written submission from Rosie Mapplebeck 

Dear ECCLR committee members, 
 
On 7th March I received a postcard telling me that Scottish Water were protecting 
their pipes and supples. In small letters hidden in the next smaller lettered section it 
mentioned a change to chloramination. I looked up the process, their website and 
had many concerns. My business is in animal care and building up local wildlife 
including vulnerable species like amphibians and orchids has been part of this, which 
I take a pride in. The website suggested fish and amphibians should not be in 
contact with this modified tap water. This would mean a new cleaning protocol must 
be implemented as well as changes to the filtration of drinking water. I contacted 
Scottish water on 9th March. They did not reply till 21st March. There was still no 
date for the implementation or answer to my environmental questions, just copies of 
text from a new FAQ which had been uploaded to their website. There was also a 
blame re notice laid on my provider who they suggest should have contacted me last 
September, when they informed them of the change and when I would have had 
good notice. This provider who did not do so happens to be also Scottish Water, 
their business arm. Business Stream are only responsible for metering and charging, 
not adjustment to supplies so I think this is passing the buck albeit to their own other 
department. 
 
I discovered today via the Ayrshire Post newspaper that chloramination began at 
Loch Bradan on 19th March, leaving me no time to put any filters into place to 
protect staff (some very sensitive as we are all able autistic), pets and environment 
especially 3 species of amphibians who are breeding here in quantity. I responded to 
Scottish Water's reply of course and have had no response from them so far. As we 
could taste chalkiness in the water and I have had itchiness and diarrhoea this week 
we had already guessed at this change having been rushed in. I feel this is 
inadequate notice and disingenuous. 19th is not 'end of March' which would at least 
have been 3 weeks to create a personal and business response- i had to drop all my 
urgent business today to go purchase pumps and hoses for distributing rainwater 
and also install barrels for future collection so I can avoid murdering the local frog 
population! This is a nonsense.  
 
Searching online I quickly found protocols developed for introducing such changes to 
a region which gave a 24 month gradually phased in plan together with wording 
suggestions, PR, press releases etc to allay fears and answer questions. Why did 
Scottish Water not act responsibly like this with consideration for its business and 
domestic customers? Why was notice so short and indeed inaccurate? Where is the 
plan to work with sensitive species? Suggesting water testing for total chlorine is a 
nonsense when most amphibians only breed in water, they live elsewhere. How do i 
test the earth? How do i clean without now supposedly dangerous water spilling into 
ditches? 
 
While I am glad Scottish Water are caring for their pipes, i do believe they have a 
duty to care for customers and our wider environment. SEPA (Scottish water say) do 
not differentiate between chlorine in dissolved or bound form, (their answer re 
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environmental assessments was-they don't have to) yet as chloramine its much 
more environmentally stable and toxic to anything gilled. It cannot evaporate. The 
many who did not get the postcard regarding this would not know unless the did 
research like me. The information has been inconsistent and inadequate. People 
who use water filters will not realise their filters will be ineffective in chlorine removal. 
Where is the transparency and honesty we expect of Scottish Government body 
service? 
 
Rosie Mapplebeck 
Specialcats 

29 March 2018 


